
Year 3 Overview



Showreel is Key



But to create strong showreel content 
  

you need to create  
with a context in mind



Personal Showcase: 
Modern Fable

BA3a Preparation



Project Overview
2 Options


35 seconds exact


60 seconds exact


Focus of deliverables


• Body of Research and Development work.


• Design document.


• Animatic…


• …includes 10 seconds of resolved, sequential animation.


Create a project which allows in-depth research and development.



Project Overview

Head—Does it break new ground and have us thinking 
about something in a new way?


Heart—Does it stir us emotionally?


Hand—Does it exhibit great skill and craftsmanship?


from submissions page of shortoftheweek.com




Classic Fable
A short tale to teach a moral lesson,  

often with animals or inanimate 
objects as characters; apologue.



A scorpion asks a frog to carry it across a river. 


The Scorpion and the Frog

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scorpion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frog


A scorpion asks a frog to carry it across a river. 


The frog hesitates, afraid of being stung, but the scorpion 
argues that if it did so, they would both drown.


The Scorpion and the Frog
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A scorpion asks a frog to carry it across a river. 


The frog hesitates, afraid of being stung, but the scorpion 
argues that if it did so, they would both drown.


the frog agrees, but midway across the river the scorpion 
does indeed sting the frog.


The Scorpion and the Frog

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scorpion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frog


A scorpion asks a frog to carry it across a river. 


The frog hesitates, afraid of being stung, but the scorpion 
argues that if it did so, they would both drown.


the frog agrees, but midway across the river the scorpion 
does indeed sting the frog.


When the frog asks the scorpion why, the scorpion replies 
that it was in its nature to do so.

The Scorpion and the Frog

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scorpion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frog


Exploring universal issues.


Nature vs nurture. 


Destiny vs free will.

The Scorpion and the Frog



Modern Fable
We have a broader understanding of what we want 
from a modern fable. 

Communicate a message. 

This message will inform every creative and technical 
decision you make.



Modern Fable
We are using the starting point of a fable


as a concept with which to inform the audience of a 
personal sentiment, truth, solution or problem that you observe with 
the world.


You can state a concrete opinion or…


pose a question. You do not have to have a solution to the subject 
you wish to tackle.



Content

Style of content is your choice. 

Can be character based, motion graphics, visual essay, etc.


There is no prescribed idea of what you should create, providing 
you are using design and motion to coney a clear idea.




Clarity of message.


Obvious visual, audio or even 
text to be clear.


Communicate a message 
through sensation.


Balance of Final Outcome

Modern Fable



Area of specialism
 Moral or opinion you want to 
communicate


Balance of Personal Development

Modern Fable



Storytelling

Transfer of information.


Adds context to your craft, both in design for animation and 
animated content.



Storytelling

Stories are a way of understanding the world and our lives, and 
share this understanding.


The artist deconstructs their world, their viewpoint. 


Then reassemble this into an art form to relay that understanding.

Deconstruct an issue
 Reassemble




Storytelling
Why use fables / allegory?


Universal, deeper understanding. 


Entertainment cannot be undervalued.




Storytelling

Storytelling is joke telling. It's knowing your punchline, your ending,  

knowing that everything you're saying, from the first sentence to the last, is leading to a 
singular goal, 


and ideally confirming some truth that deepens our understandings of who we are as 
human beings.

https://goo.gl/spkGM6
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Storytelling

Storytelling is joke telling. It's knowing your punchline, your ending, 


knowing that everything you're saying, from the first sentence to the last, is leading to a 
singular goal, 


and ideally confirming some truth that deepens our understandings of who we are 
as human beings.
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Storytelling

https://youtu.be/KxDwieKpawg?t=437

7:20

Unifying Theory of 2 + 2

https://youtu.be/KxDwieKpawg?t=437


Recap: 7 Basic Plots 

tragedy 


comedy


overcoming the monster


rags to riches


the quest


voyage and return


rebirth


Guidelines Fable



Guidelines Fable

Recap: Aristotle’s 4 Cs: a story has to be  

• complete


• self-contained


• connected


• contain a moment of change



Guidelines Fable

Who am I?



Guidelines Fable

Storytelling can be a way to only share your ideas 

but by going through that journey  

you discover more about yourself.



Guidelines Fable

Who are we?



Short Films



Examples I Will Miss You - LNWC Directed by Dave Prosser 
Melodrama and nonsense as a man deletes himself.YOLO. 



Examples
BIG FINDS A TRUMPET 
When Big finds a new toy to play with, Tiny isn't very happy about it.  
A film about trumpets and people who are annoying but you like but who are annoying.



Examples Wednesday with Goddard (2016) Written, Designed & Directed by: Nicolas Ménard 
A personal quest for spiritual enlightenment leads to romance and despair. 



Examples Stellar Directed by – Stephen Ong & Mark Fuller 
“The probability of success is difficult to estimate; but if we never search the chance of success is zero.” 
Giuseppe Cocconi and Philip Morrison



Examples Mask by Ade Mayr 
A story about a little, masked, purple person facing their fears. 



Examples #TrumpFacts - The Trumpilation by Cub Studio.  
A collection of the finest of the #TrumpFacts. The Donald himself in his own words.



Examples Straight White Men Director : Sophie Koko Gate

Lena Dunham jokingly asked her father how he felt about the extinction of white men, but his answer was no joke.

Posted on her Instagram @lenadunham



The Beauty of (unfunded) 
Short Film

Personal, uncontrived and democratic.


No client.


Direct connection between you and the audience.

http://webcomicname.com/



Beginning of BA3a

Bring ideas for discussion. 


Test your skills as a storyteller as a way to add context to your skills 
development (generalist and specialist skills).




Overview of Personal 
Showcase: Modern Fable

Bullet point script 

Script 

Synopsis 

Thumbnail Board 

Colour Script 

Key Visuals / Style Frames 

Animatic, Blocking Editing, Sound Design 

Experimentation with design and ability to animate that design 

Design: Colour, texture, composition, posing 

Multiple passes of animation (CG stepped, spline, polish - Stop Mo: 2 passes of animation - 2D: 
Rough, tie-down, clean up)



Bullet Point Script

Efficient way to explore the key narrative structure.

For example: 

• Establish the scenario. Characters, 
setting. Do we jump straight into 
the action? 

• Conflict. What is propelling the 
narrative and audience forward? 

• Resolution How do we exit the 
story?



Thumbnail Board

Economically explore the beats of your story. 



Colour Script

Explore the evolution of colour, composition naturally comes into play. 
Emotion. 



Key Visuals / Style Frames

Often impressionistic visuals used to drive the 
consistent tone of the film through to final 
vision.



Storyboard / Animatic

Suggest going straight into Animatic style board. Clarity is key to this stage.



Synthesis
Each individual artist will 
exercise the Principles of: 

Animation


Design - character - set


Composition


Posing


Film Language



Synthesis
Each individual exercises the 
Principles of: 

Animation


Design - character - set


Composition


Posing


Film Language

Collaboration within the 
Fable (optional) 

Design


Modelling, rigging (cg, stop 
mo)



Summer Prep
Research, research, research.


Collect ideas and inspirations. 


Collect visual research, primary, 
secondary. 


Create a mood board / folder of 
visuals, animation and sound.


Optional


Begin to excercise your idea 
within pre production materials




Summer Prep: Q+As
Prep


• Analyse short films. 


• Collect research material.


• Begin to work out ideas. 

Questions


What message do you want to convey 
or share with the world?


Is your view definitive or uncertain?


Is it issue based or personal?


Tone? 


Genre?


Character/s?


Dialogue / voice over / interview?




If in doubt  
answer this one question.

What do you want to communicate?



